
Physis 407-07Assignment 21.) Consider the two dimensional at metrids2 = dx2 � dt2 (1)and the oordiante transformationx = � osh(�) (2)t = � sinh(�) (3)Show that the urve � = onst is a timelike urve and � = onst a spaelikeone.Now take the equations x = T sinh(Y ) (4)t = T osh(Y ) (5)Whih region of at spae-time in x; t do these oordinates over? Whatare the equations of straight lines for these equations?2. a)Consider the set of tangent vetors tApointing away from the enter ofthe earth at the surfae of the earth. What are the omponents of this vetorin r; �; � oordinates. Assume that the r omponent is a onstant. Find theomponents in x; y; z oordinates.b) onsider the funtion f(p) = �(p) where � is the usual angle of that namein polar oordinates. What are the omponents of the otangent vetor dfB inpolar and retangular oordinates? What is the inner produt tAdfA in polarand in retangular oordinates?3. Calulate the Newtonian potential gravitational potential for an in�niteplane of matter. (assume that the solution of Newton's equations is independentof y and z) What would Einstein's guess at a metri for this distribution ofmatter be. Compare this to the oordinates for Rindler spae given above. Forthe Newtonian ase, does the surfae � = 0 from problem 1 make any sense?3. Consider 3 dimensional at spae in rotating oordinatesds2 = dx2 + dy2 � dt2 (6)First de�ne polar spatial oordinatesx = r os(�) (7)y = r sin(�) (8)What is the metri in this oordinate system?1



Now de�ne a new � oordinate by� = �� !t (9)What is the metri in this oordinate system?A partile at onstant �; r goes around in irles in the x; y oordinates.What is the gravitational potential for this partile? What are the geodesiequations for a partile in this system of oordinates? Consider the partiletravelling along a geodesi. For small veloities of the partile, there is anapparent fore on the partile, whih depends both on position and veloity.What is that fore?(By "fore" I mean the right hand side of the equations{the rate of hangeof oordinate veloity as a funtion of time.)d2rdt2 = ::: (10)ddt �r d�dt� = ::: (11)4.) Equivalene Priniple:Show that the Eotvos experiment still works even if the two masses are notthe same. Ie, assume you have two objets with gravitational mass m1 andm2 and inertial masses of (1 + �1)m1 and (1 + �2)m2 hung as a torsion balaneof length L from a �bre so that if they are oriented north-south, they hanghorizontally and are oriented exatly North-south. If the support is rotatedexatly 90 degrees, �nd the angle with the east-west diretion that the arm ofthe balane hangs at, and show that this angle is proportional to �1� �2. Whatis the deetion angle? (Assume that the period of torsional osillation of thesystem is T seonds and that the laboratory is loated at latitude �.) You anassume that � is very small and keep only �rst order e�ets in �.If the length of the torsion bar is 1 meter, m1 is approximately m2, andapproximately 1Kg, and the torsional period is 40 min, what is the value ofthe deetion angle as a funtion of �1 � �2. Assuming that the graduate stu-dent sent into the room to measure the angles has a mass of 100Kg and is10m from m1 perpendiular to the torsion arm, what would be the deetionaused by the student in omparison with the deetion aused the di�erenein inertial/gravitational mass, if �1 � �2 is 10�8. .
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